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A search for new phenomena in monojet final states with large missing transverse momentum was
√
performed on 4.7 f b−1 of data from proton-proton collisions at s = 7 TeV, collected in 2011 with
the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider. Good agreement is observed between the
number of events in data and the Standard Model prediction. The result is translated into limits
on pair production of weakly interacting dark matter candidates.
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1. Introduction

2. Physics object reconstruction and analysis strategy
For this analysis, jets are reconstructed from clusters of energy deposits in calorimeter cells,
for which the anti-kt jet algorithm with a radius parameter of 0.4 is used [6]. The missing transverse
momentum (ETmiss ) is measured from energy deposits in the calorimeter up to |η | of 4.5 1 [7]. For
the background estimate of Z → νν , the ETmiss is defined disregarding the leptonic contribution to
it in order to be able to compare the variables directly between regions in which the sensitivity to
new physics signals is high (signal regions (SRs)) and those that are background-enriched and used
for background estimation (conrtol regions (CRs)).
Electron candidates are restricted to have pT > 20 GeV and |η | < 2.47 in order to be within
the acceptance of the tracking system. Where for the electron veto in the signal regions (SRs)
medium selection criteria for tracking and shower shape variables are applied (see [8] for details
on the selection criteria) on electron candidates, the control region (CR) electrons for W → l ν are
required to be isolated and to fulfill tight selection criteria.
1 ATLAS

uses a right-handed coordinate system, originating in the centre of the detector. The z-axis lies along the
beam direction, the x-axis points to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Polar coordinates (r, ϕ ) are
used in the transverse (x,y)-plane, ϕ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity η is defined
in terms of the polar angle θ as θ = ln tan(θ /2).
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Event topologies with a high-energetic jet and large missing transverse momentum present
well-defined final-states, which are of interest for many physics models beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) containing new stable, massive particles that escape the detector. A monojet signature can
arise within the Standard Model (SM) from the production of a Z boson in association with a jet,
where the Z boson decays into two neutrinos. Also the production of a W boson and a jet can be a
background in case the charged lepton is not detected.
A search for new phenomena in monojet events can be interpreted in terms of ADD models of
large extra dimensions [1]. This interpretation is not discussed here, the reader is referred to [2].
From astronomical observations of its gravitational interactions, the presence of a non-baryonic
dark matter (DM) component in the universe is derived ([3] for a review). While its nature is unknown, a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is amongst the best candidates to make up
DM. The fact that no SM particle has suitable properties suggests a new particle with a mass probably between a few GeV and TeV. Such a particle might be pair-produced at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) via some weak interaction, being either the known weak force or a new type of
interaction. Since they would not interact in the detector, they could only be detected if initial- or
final-state radiation (ISR/FSR) occurs, leading to signatures with e. g. one jet and large ETmiss .
A model-independent description of DM pair production [5] in association with a jet is used
to interpret the experimental limits measured in the analysis of monojet events. It assumes that
the interaction between DM and SM particles is mediated by a much heavier particle, allowing to
describe it within an effective field theory approach.
The detailed description of the analysis can be found in [2].
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A muon candidate is reconstructed either by associating a stand-alone muon spectrometer
track with an inner detector track, or from an inner detector track that is confirmed by a directional
segment in the muon spectrometer [9] (only for SR muons). Muons, which are used for the lepton
veto applied in the SRs, are required to have pT > 7 GeV and |η | < 2.5, where CR muons are
restricted to pT > 20 GeV and |η | < 2.4. They are also required to be isolated, where again the
constraints for the CR muons are more stringent. To reject cosmic- muons a cut on the distance to
the reconstructed primary vertex in z direction is also applied: |z0| < 10 mm.

The events are selected according to criteria that achieve an enhancement of possible signal
events in the sample. All events used for this analysis have to fulfill detector quality requirements
and need to pass an inclusive trigger on ETmiss . Further, the following selection criteria are applied:
• To reject non-collision background, a reconstructed vertex with at least 2 associated tracks
with pT > 400 MeV is required.
• Events containing jets with pT > 20 GeV that do not pass standard quality criteria or that
show anomalous charge or electromagnetic fraction or timing are rejected.
• The leading jet is required to have a charge fraction < 0.02 , to lie within |η | < 2 and to have
at least a transverse momentum of 120 GeV.
• Further, not more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η | < 4.5 are allowed.
• To reject back-to-back di-jet events, in which ETmiss comes from a faulty reconstruction of one
of the jets, a cut on the angular separation of the second-leading jet and the ETmiss is applied:
|∆φ (ETmiss , pTjet2 )| > 0.5.
• A lepton veto on electrons and muons passing the SR selection described above is applied in
the SRs to discriminate between electroweak (EW) backgrounds and possible signal events.
• In the CRs, the lepton veto is not applied, but the CR definition of muons and electrons is
used to select W and Z events. The details are listed in Section 5.1.
From the data sample four inclusive signal regions (SR) are then constructed, according to the
ETmiss and the pT of the leading jet. The thresholds are: 120 GeV, 220 GeV, 350 GeV, 500 GeV.
The ETmiss trigger is 98% efficient for the lowest SR (SR1) and more than 99% efficient for the other
SRs.

4. Data samples and simulations
The ATLAS detector [10] at the LHC consists of an inner tracking detector, enclosed by a
superconducting solenoid and electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, as well as by a muon
spectrometer with integrated superconducting toroidal magnets. It covers almost the full solid
angle around the collision point. The collision data is processed by a trigger system, organized
3
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3. Event selection
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in three layers, to decide if an event is recorded for further analysis. The presented analysis was
performed on a time-integrated Luminosity of 4.7 f b−1 with an uncertainty of 3.9% [11].
In order to estimate the background remaining in the SRs Monte Carlo (MC) samples of EW
background processes were generated with ALPGEN [12] and the parton distribution function
(PDF) set CTEQ6L1 [13]. For all samples, the description of the parton shower and hadronization was provided by HERWIG [14], the underlying event by JIMMY [15]. The processes were
also simulated using SHERPA [16], by comparison of these two generators an uncertainty on the
modeling could be estimated. Further backgrounds are single top and top pair production, which
are generated with MC@NLO [17] and the PDF set CTEQ6.6 [18]. Di-boson production was
simulated with SHERPA.
The effective field theory approach for WIMP pair production [27] has an implementation in
MADGRAPH5 [19], which was used to simulate WIMP pair production in association with one
or two jets. WIMP masses between 10 and 1300 GeV are simulated for four different interaction
operators (D1, D5, D9, D11, see Table 1). A lower cut on the transverse momentum of 80 GeV
was imposed on the leading parton. The simulation only regards the four lightest quarks, assuming
equal coupling to the DM particles. The generated events are then interfaced to PYTHIA [20] for
the addition of parton shower, hadronization and underlying event, using CTEQ6L1 as PDF. In
order to match the matrix-element calculations of MADGRAPH to the parton shower simulation
of PYTHIA, the MLM
q matching scheme is used [21]. The factorization and renormalization scales

are defined by: ∑ m2 + p2T , where the sum goes over all particles produced.
The interaction of the particles with the detector was simulated with GEANT4 [22] in case
of the background MC samples and by using a less CPU-consuming detector simulation based on
parametrisation of calorimeter responses, ATLFASTII [23], for signal samples.

5. Background estimation
The most important background is the production of a Z boson that decays into two neutrinos, leading to ETmiss . This background is irreducible, whereas other backgrounds can be in
principle distinguished from signal events. They might nevertheless pass the selection due to a
lepton being outside of the acceptance or missed because of finite identification efficiencies, or a
mis-measurement of jet pT /ETmiss . All EW backgrounds are determined by a data-driven estimate,
where the yield in control regions is transferred to signal region yields. A small multijet background, coming from QCD events where for one ore more jets the momentum is mis-measured,
4
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Table 1: Effective interaction operators of WIMP pair production for which signal samples were simulated
to be used in the limit-setting procedure.
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is also estimated from data, as well as the non-collision-background, whereas top and di-boson
backgrounds are determined solely from MC.
5.1 Electroweak backgrounds

• W → eν + jets: events are required to pass an electron trigger (pT > 20 or 22 GeV). For
the electron definition, the tighter CR selection, described above, is used. Exactly one
electron is required, fulfilling pT > 25 GeV. Further electrons or muons are vetoed. If
∆R(e, jet) < 0.2, the jet is not considered as a jet anymore but as corresponding to the electron. A cut on ETmiss > 25 GeV and 40 < mT < 100 GeV for the transverse mass mT =
q
2pℓT ETmiss (1 − cos ∆φ (pℓT , ETmiss )), using the lepton pℓT , improves the purity of W events.

The requirements for ETmiss and jet pT match those in the SRs, but if the Z → νν background
is estimated, the ETmiss contribution from the electron is subtracted to mimic the SR ETmiss more
closely.

• W → µν + jets: the SR trigger on ETmiss is applied. The muon candidates are selected according to the tighter CR criteria, exactly one muon is required, further electrons or muons are
vetoed. Again, the purity of W events is enhanced by applying a cut on the transverse mass:
mT > 40 GeV and on the ETmiss (including the muon contribution): ETmiss > 25 GeV. For the
further classification according to ETmiss the standard calorimeter-based ETmiss variable, which
does not contain muon information, is used, as for the SRs.
• Z → ee + jets: as for W → eν + jets, electron triggers are used to select relevant events. Two
electrons with opposite charges are required, passing the CR selection as well as pT > 25
GeV for the leading electron and pT > 20 GeV for the sub-leading one. The electrons are
required to fulfill 66 < me+ e− < 116 GeV to enhance the purity of Z events. As above,
events containing other electrons or muons are rejected and an overlap removal for jets and
electrons is applied. For the estimation of the Z → νν background, the ETmiss excluding the
electron contribution, is considered.
• Z → µ µ + jets: the SR ETmiss trigger selection is applied. Similar to the Z → ee+ jets channel,
two opposite-charged muons are required to fulfill the constraint on their invariant mass to
enhance the fraction of Z events. Again, further electrons or muons are vetoed. The standard
calorimeter-based ETmiss variable is used for the background estimation.
predicted
can be estiHaving defined the above CRs, the remaining background in the SRs, NSR
bkg
data
. Then,
mated. The event yield in the CR, NCR is corrected for small remaining background, NCR

5
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For the estimation of the EW backgrounds control regions are defined by explicitly choosing
events in which W or Z bosons are produced and decay leptonically. The jet pT and ETmiss requirements
are kept identically to the SR selection to mimic the SRs as close as possible. The shape of observables like ETmiss and jet pT as well as the efficiency related to the lepton identification is estimated
from data. For the transfer from SR to CR only ratios of MC quantities enter, which results in
reduced systematic uncertainties since many of them cancel in such ratios.
The detailed construction of the four control regions is defined below:
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it is transferred to the SR yield by the use of a transfer factor T relating the number of simulated
events in the CR to those in the SR, and by applying a correction factor C, inferred form simulation
and measurement:
predicted
Bkg
Data
NSR
= (NCR
− NCR
) ·C · T

=

multi jet
Data
(NCR
− NCR
) · (1 − fEW ) ×

εEtrig
miss · LE miss
T
T

MC
NSR

N MC
jet/E miss

. (5.1)

T

The terms in the second line of Equation 5.1 refer to the following quantities:
multi jet
• NCR
denotes the QCD background, which is estimated by electron-fake enriched samples. For W → eν it is estimated to be 1-2%, whereas its contribution to other control region
is negligible.

• fEW refers to the fraction of events remaining from other EW or SM processes. Its values
determined from simulation are 2% for Z boson decays into other flavors than the selected
one and 10% for W boson decays respectively, whereas top and di-boson contributions are
negligible. Note that fEW denotes a ratio of MC event yields and hence many systematics
drop out.
• Aℓ is the lepton acceptance, determined from simulation, εℓ their identification efficiency
estimated from data. εZ/W is the efficiency of the criteria applied to select Z or W bosons.
These contributions to the correction factor occur because the lepton and boson selection is
only applied in the CRs and not in the SR selection.
• Since for electron CRs an electron trigger and not the ETmiss trigger applied in the SRs is
required, the ratio of electron trigger efficiency, εℓtrig , times its corresponding luminosity, Lℓ ,
to the same quantities for the ETmiss trigger, εEtrig
miss and LE miss , enter the correction for electron
T
T
CRs.
• The transfer factor T contains the number of simulated events for the process that should be
MC , and the number of simulated events for the CR, with the effect
estimated in the SR, NSR
of the lepton efficiency and acceptance already taken out and regarding the ETmiss without
leptons. Again, only a ratio of simulated quantities enter.
The number of background events is estimated in bins of the variable in question. For the final
results, bins in ETmiss were taken. All the different estimates for Z → νν are combined in the end to
obtain the final number.
The background estimate was cross-checked by varying the CR definitions: first, an inclusive
CR was constructed by just inverting the lepton veto of the SR selection, leading to a W/Z enriched
sample. Second, the lepton definition in the CR selection was loosened in order to exactly invert
the SR veto. In both cases, the results were found to be consistent with the standard estimation.
6
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Aℓ · εℓ · εZ/W · εℓtrig · Lℓ

×
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5.2 Multijet and non-collision background

5.3 Systematic Uncertainties
The dominant systematic uncertainties arise from the simuation of the kinematic distributions
of the background, since their shape affect the transfer factor, together with the experimental uncertainties on JES and ETmiss . Further sources of uncertainties are coming from the finite resolution and
overall scale of the muon momentum, the estimated lepton reconstruction and trigger efficiencies
as well as from the limited statistics of the MC samples used for determining the transfer factor, the
estimation of fEW and the multijet background estimate. Negligible are the uncertainties related to
pile-up, electron energy measurement and JER.
The multijet background is estimated to have an uncertainty of 100%, for the non-collision
background it is 10%. The JES and JER uncertainties are assessed by combining data-driven and
simulation-based approaches, which is described in [6] in more detail. These uncertainties are
propagated to obtain the uncertainty on ETmiss .
The comparison of different generators allows to rate the uncertainties on the shape of kinematic distributions and cross-sections in Z or W events as well as on fEW . Used were ALPGEN/SHERPA and ALPGEN/PYTHIA, respectively. For the MC-based estimate on top and diboson backgrounds an uncertainty of 20% is assumed, dominated by the JES uncertainty.

6. Results
In all four regions the predictions from SM background processes agree well with the measured number of events within the statistical and systematic uncertainties. Figure 1 compares the
measured distributions of ETmiss , leading jet pT and sub-leading jet pT with the SM expectation (histogram) in SR1 (left) and SR4 (right). The shapes as well as the normalizations agree well in all
cases. To illustrate the impact from signals BSM, simulated ADD and WIMP signals are included
in the plots as dashed lines.
The fact that no excess above the SM is observed is then translated into 90% and 95% confidence limits (CL) on the visible cross section, taking into account the acceptance and efficiency
7
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The multijet background resulting from events in which one or more jets are mis-reconstructed
is not well modeled in simulations and hence has to be estimated from data by selecting a sample
of events, required to pass all SR selection cuts but the jet veto or the angular cut on the direction
of the ETmiss and the second-leading jet. Top- or Z/W backgrounds in these samples are estimated
from MC and simulation scaled to data, respectively, and are subtracted.
A straight can be fitted to the pT distribution of the second- or third-leading jet in order to
estimate the number of jets that fall below the threshold of pT = 30 GeV and are missed by the
selection criteria. This background amounts to at most 1% in SR 1, 2 and 3 and is negligible when
going to even higher ETmiss and jet pT in SR 4.
As the multijet background, the non-collision background contributes most for lower SRs,
namely less than 1% in SR1 and 2. It is estimated from a data sample requiring a beam-background
muon going along the beam direction in the event. About 20-50% of non-collision events can be
tagged like that, which was estimated from data of unpaired proton-bunches. More details can be
found in [24].
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Figure 1: Distributions of ETmiss and leading jet pT for signal regions SR1 on the left and SR4 on the right.
ADD and WIMP signals for cross sections equal to the excluded values are drawn as dashed lines on top of
the predicted background distributions (histogram).

of the analysis: σ × A × ε (details on the limit setting procedure can be found in [25]). For this
purpose, event yields are integrated over the signal region.
The resulting visible cross-section limits on any BSM model showing up in monojet events are
summarized in Table 2. Typical efficiencies of selection criteria related to jets and ETmiss of ε ∼ 83%
are found for signal and EW background samples.

7. Interpretation: WIMP pair production
If the mass of WIMPs allows them to be pair-produced at the LHC, these particles would
escape the detector unseen. Only if initial- or final-state radiation is giving a jet, a photon or a
boson that balances the WIMP pair such a process can be detect via the large ETmiss in the event
coming from the undetected WIMP pair.
The model-independent approach used to interpret the measurement needs to make some general assumptions, although it does not rely on details of any model beyond the SM (BSM). The
approach assumes that only the WIMP candidates can be produced at the LHC, all other potential
new particles, also the ones mediating the interaction between WIMPs and the SM particles, are
assumed to be out of the LHC reach. Hence, an effective field theory approach can be applied and
the mediating particle can be integrated out, leading to the picture of a contact interaction between
WIMPs and SM particles. For the presented results the DM particle is assumed to be a Dirac
8
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SR1
63000 ± 2100
31400 ± 1000
14600 ± 500
11100 ± 600
1240 ± 250
1100 ± 900
575 ± 83
421 ± 25
302 ± 61
204 ± 19
124000 ± 4000
124703
1.63
1.54
1.92
1.82

SR2
5300 ± 280
1853 ± 81
679 ± 43
704 ± 60
57 ± 12
64 ± 64
25 ± 13
15 ± 2
29 ± 5
8±4
8800 ± 400
8631
0.13
0.15
0.17
0.18

SR3
500 ± 40
133 ± 13
40 ± 8
55 ± 6
4±1
8+9
−8
−
2±1
5±1
−
750 ± 60
785
0.026
0.020
0.030
0.024

SR4
58 ± 9
13 ± 3
5±2
6±1
−
−
−
−
1±1
−
83 ± 14
77
0.005
0.0064
0.0069
0.0079

Table 2: Shown are the estimated backgrounds in the four SR, as well as the measured number of events
in data. Observed and expected limit on the visible cross section of any BSM contribution are computed at
90% and 95% CL.

fermion, but conclusions for Majorana fermions can also be drawn since the cross section in this
case is proportional to the one for Dirac fermions and only differs by a factor of two. With these
assumptions, the interaction between SM and DM particles are defined by only two parameters,
namely the mass of the DM particle, mχ , and the suppression scale M∗ , which is related to the
mediator mass as well as to its couplings to SM and DM particles.
In total, 14 interaction operators can be constructed for Dirac fermions (for Majorana fermions
the ones corresponding to vector interactions are not allowed). They fall into four classes regarding
the resulting ETmiss and jet spectra. Hence, a characteristic set of one operator per class was chosen
here for limit-setting (see Table 1): D1, D5, D9 and D11. Limits for D8, which falls into the same
class as D5, were also calculated since it is often used for comparisons. The acceptance of D5 was
assumed, whereas the proper D8 cross sections were used. Where D1, D5, D8 and D9 describe
qq → χ χ processes, D11 refers to gluons in the initial state: gg → χ χ .

In general, the effective field theory approach is considered conservative: also in regimes
where the validity might be questioned the cross section is mostly underestimated, compared to the
full theory, which leads to more conservative limits. A detailed discussion can be found in [27].
Having this in mind, the effective theory provides a useful framework for comparing LHC results
to direct or indirect dark matter searches.

Experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties are considered when setting limits on
the model parameters M∗ and mχ . The experimental uncertainties on JES, JER, and ETmiss are taken
to be fully correlated with the ones determined for the background estimate and range from 120% uncertainties on the WIMP event yield, depending on the signal region and the considered
9
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interaction operator. Further, experimental uncertainties associated with the trigger efficiency (1%)
and the luminosity measurement (3.9%) affect the WIMP event yield.
Theoretical uncertainties on the simulated WIMP signal result from the PDF set used, the
amount of ISR/FSR that was assumed, and the factorization and renormalization scales set in the
signal simulation. The PDF uncertainties are determined from CTEQ6M error sets. The ISR/FSR
uncertainties are estimated by varying the jet matching scale between MADGRAPH5 and PYTHIA
within twice and half the nominal value and by changing the QCD scale αs of PYTHIA within a
range that is consistent with experimental data [26]. Depending on the signal region, the resulting
uncertainties on σ × A, added in quadrature, range from 3-5% for the matching scale and 4-6%
for αs . The dependence of the ISR/FSR uncertainties on the choice of operator is found to be
negligible. PDF uncertainties mostly affect the signal cross sections, the acceptance do not change
significantly. They are found to depend on the choice of operator and not the particular signal region
since overall cross-section differences affect all SRs in a similar way. Uncertainties ranging from
4% and 5% for operators D9 and D5 to 16% and 18% for D11 and D1 are found. The dominating
theoretical systematic uncertainty results from the factorization and renormalization scales: varying
these scales by factors of two or a half results in a 30% signal uncertainty, independent of the
considered operator or the signal region.
From the limit on the visible cross section of new physics processes BSM, lower limits on the
suppression scale M∗ as a function of the WIMP mass mχ can be derived. Shown in Figure 2 are
the 90% CL lower limits for all considered operators, where the SR with the best expected limits
was chosen. The limits are calculated from simulated samples produced for mχ between 10 and
1300 GeV. Since no significant change in cross section or acceptance is found when going to lower
WIMP masses, they can be extrapolated down to mχ = 1 GeV, until the regime of warm or hot DM
would start. The observed limit on M∗ includes experimental uncertainties, the effect of theoretical
uncertainties is indicated by dotted red ±1σ lines above and below it. Around the expected limit,
±1σ variations due to statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as a gray band.
For all operators, the lower limits are flat up to mχ = 100 GeV and get worse around mχ = 200
GeV due to the limited collision energy. Note that the M∗ limits for D1 are quantitatively much
smaller due to the inclusion of a factor mq /M∗ in the definition of the operator (see Table 1). In
the bottom-right corner of the mχ - M∗ plane the effective field theory approach is no longer valid,
which is indicated by the light-gray shaded area. Only small parts of the limit curves on M∗ fall
into that region. In any case, such a region of validity cannot be precisely defined without detailed
knowledge of the underlying physics model BSM. Also included are lines corresponding to the
coupling that would lead to the measured thermal relic density (taken from [27]) in the absence of
any other interaction than the one considered.
Within the effective field theory approach, the bounds on M∗ in dependence on the DM mass
mχ can be translated into limits on cross sections of WIMP-nucleon scattering [27]. In this way,
the ATLAS collider bounds can be compared to the results of direct DM experiments, looking for
scattering of WIMPs off nucleons at very low momentum transfer. Depending on the considered
interaction operator spin-dependent (Figure 3) or spin-independent (Figure 3) contributions can be
calculated. The spin-dependent limits, derived from the operators D8 and D9, give a smaller, hence
better, bound on the WIMP-nucleon cross section throughout the range of mχ , compared to direct
DM experiments. In the spin-independent case the bounds from direct detection experiments are
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Figure 2: Lower limits at 90% CL on M∗ for different masses of the DM particle χ . Observed and expected
limits are shown as dashed black and red solid lines, respectively. The gray ±1σ band around the expected
limit is the variation within statistical and systematic uncertainties on SM and signal processes. The observed
limit includes all but the theoretical signal uncertainties, which are indicated by the red dotted ±1σ limit lines
around it. The M∗ values for which WIMPs of the given mass could be consistent with the measured relic
abundance [27] are shown as green lines, assuming annihilation in the early universe happened exclusively
via the given operator. The shaded light-gray regions in the bottom right corners indicate where the effective
field theory approach breaks down [27]. The plots for D1, D5, D8 are based on SR3, the ones for D9 and
D11 rely on SR4.
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Figure 3: Inferred 90% CL ATLAS limits on spin-independent (left) and spin-dependent (right) WIMPnucleon scattering. Cross section bounds are shown versus WIMP mass mχ . The solid lines represent the
observed limits excluding theoretical uncertainties, the dotted lines indicate theoretical uncertainties. The
spin-independent limits are compared to 90% CL limits from the XENON100 [28], CDMSII [29], CoGeNT
[30], CDF [31], and CMS [32] experiment. The spin-dependent limits are compared to 90% CL limits from
the SIMPLE [33], Picasso [34], CDF [31], and CMS [32] experiment.

stronger for mχ of about 10 GeV and larger, whereas the collider bounds get important for the
region of low DM masses. Especially powerful is the bound in case of the gluon operator D11, it
is competitive to direct detection bounds up to mχ of 20 GeV.
The collider limits on vector and axial-vector interactions are also interpreted in terms of the
relic abundance of WIMPs, using the same effective theory approach [27]. The upper limits on the
annihilation rate of WIMPs into light quarks are shown in Figure 4. The annihilation rate is defined
as the product of the annihilation cross section σ and the relative WIMP velocity v, averaged over
the WIMP velocity distribution: hσ vi. The results are compared to limits on WIMP annihilation
to bb̄, obtained from galactic high-energy gamma-ray observations, measured by the Fermi-LAT
experiment [35]. Gamma-ray spectra from WIMPs annihilating to bb̄ are taken to be comparable
to those from annihilation to lighter quarks [36]. Under this assumption, the ATLAS and FermiLAT limits can be compared, noting that the Fermi-LAT values correspond to Majorana fermions
and are hence scaled up by a factor of two. Again, the ATLAS bounds are especially important for
small WIMP masses, below 10 GeV for vector couplings and below about 100 GeV for axial-vector
couplings. In this region, the ATLAS limits are below the annihilation cross section needed to be
consistent with the thermic relic value, still under the assumption that WIMPs have annihilated to
SM quarks only via the particular operator in question. For masses of mχ ≥ 200 GeV the ATLAS
sensitivity becomes worse than the one of Fermi-LAT. In this region, improvements can be expected
when going to larger center-of-mass energies at the LHC.
The effective field theory approach describes all WIMP-SM particle interaction by only two
parameters, M∗ and mχ , and hence allows to connect WIMP pair production at the LHC, WIMPnucleon scattering measured by direct-detection experiments and WIMP annihilation measured by
indirect-detection experiments. The approach relies on the assumption of validity of the effective
field theory approach and the presented comparisons are restricted to interactions via one single op12
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Figure 4: ATLAS 95% CL limits on WIMP annihilation rates hσ vi in dependence on the dark matter mass
mχ . hσ vi is calculated according to [27]. The solid lines represent the observed limits excluding theoretical uncertainties, the dotted lines indicate theoretical uncertainties. For comparison, high-energy gamma-ray
limits from observations of Galactic satellite galaxies with the Fermi-LAT sattelite [35] for Majorana WIMPs
are shown. The Fermi-LAT limits are scaled up by a factor of two to make them comparable to the ATLAS
Dirac WIMP limits. The horizontal line indicates the value required for WIMPs to make up the relic abundance set by the WMAP measurement [4].

erator at a time, since mixing or interference effects are not considered. Nevertheless, the approach
allows a valuable comparison of complementary results on DM detection: if any of the experiments
sees a signal, the interpretation in this approach can lead to further insights on the nature of DM as
well as the underlying physics by a comparison of different techniques and observables.

8. Summary
A search for new phenomena in monojet events is presented for 4.7 f b−1 of data recorded with
√
the ATLAS experiment at the LHC in proton-proton collisions at s = 7 TeV. The dominant Standard Model backgrounds from Z and W events in association with jet(s), where the boson decays
to a final state that includes neutrinos and hence ETmiss , are determined using data control regions
with correction and transfer factors determined from data and simulations. This technique allows
a precise estimate of the SM contributions to monojet final states with a small total uncertainty of
3.2% for the background prediction in the high statistics signal region SR1. In each of the four
signal regions, defined according to the ETmiss and leading jet pT (120, 220, 350 and 500 GeV),
agreement is found between the Standard Model predictions and the data. Upper limits are set at
90% and 95% CL on the visible cross section of any additional contribution to the signal regions.
These limits (95% CL) range from 1.92 pb in the first signal region to 7 fb in the fourth signal
13
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region. The cross-section upper limits are interpreted within an effective field theory, giving limits
on the suppression scale M∗ for pair production of dark matter particles. Within this approach,
the ATLAS limits can be converted to limits on WIMP-nucleon scattering and WIMP annihilation
cross sections. Assuming the effective field theory is valid and the WIMPs can be pair-produced
at the LHC, the limits are complementary and competitive to limits set by direct and indirect dark
matter detection experiments, in particular at small WIMP masses of mχ < 10 GeV.
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